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Day 1
Travel Day and Exploring D.C.

T

he irst day, being a travel day, consisted of a lot of exploring of Washington D.C.
Our day started with a trip to the Arlington National Cemetery where we got to
witness the changing of the guards at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, the
famous cherry blossoms, and honor the thousands of military members and their
relatives that are buried there.
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Afterwards we walked over to the United States Air Force Memorial. This was a great
experience as we got to read engraved writings of the valors and values of famous
Airmen who paved the way for the Air Force as we know it today along with admiring the
beautiful spires reaching 402 feet above sea level next to the statues honoring Air Force
Honor Guard members.
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Later in the evening, we traveled to the National Mall, allowing us to see the Washington
Monument and Lincoln Memorial up close. This was a true honor, as these monuments
hold tremendous amounts or history and dignity, which before this trip we had only seen
on pictures. This day certainly came to an end quickly, but luckily for us, we still had four
more left.
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Day 2
Opening Ceremony

W

e started o day two, the irst full day of the trip, with the opening ceremony
for the National Conclave. This was illed with interesting and intriguing
speakers and events. It started with a speech from the Arnold Air Society
National Commander, James Brutus, followed by a presentation of awards. We then heard
from General Charles Q. Brown Jr., the Chief of Sta of the Air Force. He gave an inspiring
speech, surrounded by his advice, which he called “CQ’s 5 Points of Advice”. These were
“Fail to Succeed”, “Move out of the Status Quo”, “Trust but Verify”, “Have Attitude”, and
“De ining Success”.
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We then moved on to a formal luncheon, hearing from the guest speaker, General John W.
“Jay” Raymond III, the Chief of Space Operations. The luncheon was a wonderful
experience as we had the opportunity to interact with other cadets from across the
nation and learn the formalities of eating in a professional setting. That night we
attending a Mixer hosted at the National Museum of American History. Through this, we
got to interact with even more cadets from across the nation and explore all of the
exhibits that the museum has to o er. We were also able to witness the Air Force Drill
Team display their truly remarkable performance inside of the museum. This was a great
day packed with lots of opportunities and socialization, which made the trip worth it in
and of itself.
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Day 3
The Zoo, the Capital, and the White House

T

he third day was another day full of exploration. We started the day o with an
adventure to the Smithsonian National Zoological Park. There we got to see many
animals and explore exhibits exclusive to this zoo. We also ran into some cadets
the we had met at the luncheon the day prior, which shows that our connections are
already starting to make an impact.
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We then took the metro over to the United States Capitol. Seeing this beautiful structure
was remarkable and allowed us to see where much of the work in our nations political
realm happens.
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Afterwards we took a walk over to the White House. As we arrived, we saw armed Secret
Service Agents guarding the White House. We were curious as to why the White House
was locked o , but soon came to understand as the presidential motorcade rolled right in
front of us. This was an amazing sight to see and understand how much goes into
protecting the most important individual in our nation. After the motorcade left, they
pulled away the yellow tape and allowed the visitors to walk up to the fence of the White
House.
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Day 4
Business Sessions and the Pentagon
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ur Monday started early with Arnold Air Society business sessions, discussing
plans for the coming year, listening to proposals from upcoming national sta ,
interacting with regional sta , and voting on regional and national sta .

That afternoon we embarked on a tour to the Pentagon with Colonel Welch, the Vice
Commander at the Holm Center. This tour was originally planned to be with Col. Sites,
the former Detachment 158 Commander and current Director of Sta in the United States
Space Force at the Pentagon. Unfortunately, he contracted COVID-19 a few days prior to
our arrival, so we got Col. Welch to take the seven of us. Through the change in dates and
hosts, Pentagon Police did not allow a full tour, however, we were able to go in the main
visitor center of the Pentagon to get pictures, view a small museum, and see the main
entrance. We also got the see a part of the Pentagon from the outside that was struck on
September 11, 2001. Through this, we got to learn about the history of the Pentagon,
interact with some of the employees, and learn about the changes since the attacks in
2001.
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Day 5
Joint Base Andrews and Traveling Home

W

ith the last day upon us, our trip had inally come to an end, but we had one
more opportunity left before our plane ride home. Cadet Singh had gotten in
contact with Major Richard Hall at Joint Base Andrews and managed to get a
tour of the facilities and aircraft there set up. This tour was remarkable, including a C-37
Pilot, Major Tommy Reagan, and his crew (a Communication Systems Operator and a
Flight Attendant), along with a C-40 Pilot, Major Clinton Prescott, and his crew ( also a
Communication Systems Operator and a Flight Attendant). We also met with First
Lieutenant Mia, a 2018 Detachment 158 graduate who now works as a Flight Line Protocol
O icer at Joint Base Andrews. This tour gave us the experience of seeing these luxurious
Air Force Aircraft and learn about their missions. We also gained from being able to talk
with these Airmen who work in a career ield that we do not hear that much about. It truly
inspired some of us to shoot for this realm of the Air Force one day and hopefully run into
these Airmen again in our careers.
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Final Summary

T

his trip was one of the best experiences that we have had, especially during our
time within Arnold Air Society. We learned so much from many great Airmen and
were able to experience numerous new things. We all enjoyed being a part of
formulating the future of Arnold Air Society and would love to go to the National
Conclave again next year, which will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada. Experiences like this
are very impactful on our growth as future Air Force O icers, and we appreciate every
opportunity like it.
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